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ABSTRACT

Balancing games and producing content that remains interesting and challenging is a major cost factor in the design and
maintenance of games. Dynamic difﬁculty adjustment (DDA)
can successfully tune challenge levels to player abilities, but
when implemented with classic heuristic parameter tuning
(HPT) often turns out to be very noticeable, e.g. as “rubberbanding”. Deep learning techniques can be employed for deep
player behavior modeling (DPBM), enabling more complex
adaptivity, but effects over frequent and longer-lasting game
engagements, as well as comparisons to HPT have not been
empirically investigated. We present a situated study of the
effects of DDA via DPBM as compared to HPT on intrinsic
motivation, perceived challenge and player motivation in a
real-world MMORPG. The results indicate that DPBM can
lead to signiﬁcant improvements in intrinsic motivation and
players prefer game experience episodes featuring DPBM over
experience episodes with classic difﬁculty management.
CCS Concepts

•Human-centered
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INTRODUCTION

With the ongoing rise of complexity, popularity and content
production cost of video game development, consistently balanced challenges that keep players motivated over the long
term are becoming hard to attain, especially with large player
communities encompassing broad ranges of proﬁciency. Dynamic Difﬁculty Adjustment (DDA) [23] denotes the principle
of adapting video game challenges to players’ abilities - both
mental and physical / dexterity - in order to allow motivationfostering ﬂow states [10] to arise. It has been successfully
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deployed in scientiﬁc [23, 24, 46] and industrial [7, 16, 55]
contexts and is usually accomplished by continuous tuning of
core game variables (such as speed, damage or hit ratio). However, these systems are inherently limited to a small number
of high-level parameters, require careful tuning of thresholds
in heuristic parameter tuning (HPT) [51] and have to be hidden to avoid exploitation; e.g. as not to incentivize players
to perform badly on purpose [43]. This results in limited expressivity and complexity of system behavior, as well as in
considerable development cost. To address these limitations
of classic HPT, we present a novel DDA strategy by implicitly assessing individual player proﬁciency using Deep Player
Behavior Modeling (DPBM) [38] and generating adaptive,
personalized challenges. Player behavior, in terms of stateaction decision making, is captured while ﬁghting an in-game
opponent and trained onto an individual, initially randomized
model. Upon the next encounter, the opponent uses this model
generatively by retrieving action probabilities for each game
state emerging in an interaction. As a consequence, its decision making approximates the original player’s behavior,
implicitly representing the particular game proﬁciency. Evaluating the real-world applicability of DPBM, we aim to answer
the following research questions:
• Do players perceive behavior from DPBM as representative of their own decision making?
• Is the players’ self-reported intrinsic motivation when
interacting with a DPBM opponent higher than for traditional HPT encounters?
• Can we measure a substantial long-term motivation
achieved by DPBM?
We hypothesize that an agent that keeps up with the progress of
the player, displays similar weaknesses and challenges players
to constantly improve or rethink strategies will yield a novel
and captivating take on DDA. For the purpose of evaluating
the differences between HPT and DPBM, we implemented
Eternal Challenge – an adaptive instance dungeon inside of
the popular Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game
(MMORPG) Aion [34] – and assessed players’ motivation in
a ﬁeld study (n = 171) on an existing private server. After a
deployment of four weeks, we were successful in showing a
signiﬁcantly higher long-term usage of the instance compared
to all alternatives and that the DPBM opponent contributes
signiﬁcantly more to this motivation than HPT mechanics,
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Figure 1. Appearance of the different opponents with DDA through HPT variables and DPBM.

based on quantitative – and supported by qualitative – insights.
Furthermore, some players stated that they noted the progress
of the DPBM opponent in learning their own individual strategies, leading to a unique game experience. We contribute to
games user research and inform game development by investigating DPBM as a form of novel DDA in a situated medium- to
long-term study, showcasing its distinct potential for fostering
intrinsic motivation and demonstrating a working approach
with learning adaptive opponents in the wild.
RELATED WORK

Providing and balancing an accurate level of difﬁculty is critical for keeping players constantly engaged [2, 23]. Disparities can ultimately lead to boredom/underload or frustration/overload, which make for two of the main causes why
players stop playing games [11]. Since individual skill and its
progression are hard to foresee throughout potentially large
player bases and difﬁculty and it’s progression can not be
deﬁned or programmed precisely, the ﬁeld of DDA attempts
to regulate emergent mismatches dynamically. To estimate
imbalanced challenge-proﬁciency-discrepancies, various assessment techniques have been researched, such as success
probability estimation [24, 32] or biofeedback [22, 25, 35].
However, When it comes to adjusting this difﬁculty, most
approaches focus on HPT (apart from procedural world generation [26, 57, 50]), even in the most recent advancements [3,
4, 8, 17, 18, 40].
Opponents that imitate the player character exist in numerous
commercial games, perhaps most notably the recurring Dark
Link in the The Legend of Zelda series [15], the Guild Wars
Doppelganger [5], Renegade Shepard from Mass Effect 3 [6]
and SA-X in Metroid Fusion [42]. Yet, so far these have only
been realized as crude approximations of the original player,
as they mimic appearance, equipment, basic moves and/or
skill sets by relying on heuristic, strategically rigid decisionmaking.
At the same time, machine learning approaches in video games
that harness continuous improvement through simulated play
have become popular, e.g. the deep reinforcement learning of
Atari games [31], temporal difference learning of Backgammon [54] or the surpassing of human player performance in
the board game that has been rated as not solvable by artiﬁcial intelligence methods for a long time; Go [48]. The ﬁeld
of player modeling has seen explorations of machine learning techniques for multiple purposes, prominently featuring
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prediction, classiﬁcation or analysis [13, 14, 27, 53], to facilitate individual game interpretations, testing or for providing
believable opponents. Still, the incorporation of machine learning approaches for generative player modeling for DDA and
the resulting player experiences remain under-investigated.
Holmgård et al. studied personas for player decision modeling [19, 20] that continually observe and adapt to human
behavior in order to produce agents with different decisionmaking styles. These personas were realized via evolutionary
linear perceptrons and compared to heuristic agents in a test
bed 2D dungeon crawler game, resulting in a higher playerrated human-likeness. They also assessed player models when
deﬁned as “deviations from theoretically rational actions” in
a study of Super Mario Bros. [1, 21] and clustered these
by means of feature extraction. Using the same game, Ortega et al. [36] imitated human playing styles by means of
Neuroevolution and Dynamic Scripting and reached higher
scores of human-likeness than performance-directed AI agents,
based on subjective judgments. Missura and Gärtner utilized
Player Modeling in a 2D test bed shooter via Support Vector
Machines acting as predictors for difﬁculty mismatches and
enabling classical DDA parameter tuning based on the results
[30]. In previous work, we were successful in showing that
player model agents can yield signiﬁcantly higher motivation
compared with heuristic opponents in a short-term online study
using the 2D platform ﬁghter Korona:Nemesis [9, 39]. Based
on these insights, player awareness about substituting individual players with DPBM agents in online multi-player matches
was also assessed. In contrast to heuristic bots, DPBM agents
turned out to be indistinguishable from their human precursors
[37]. In addition, we contrasted different machine learning
techniques in a player modeling study of the MMORPG Lineage 2 [33, 38]. Deep learning offered the best individual
prediction accuracy, facilitating the production of playing sessions that closely resemble the original behavior, as well as for
differentiating between players. Consequently, we discussed
the broader implications for the application of DPBM in: DDA
(offering adaptation beyond parameter tuning; training players
by exposing them to own strengths and weaknesses), player
substitution (bridging online match disruption due to dropouts;
providing more individually representative agents), automated
game testing (enhancing the estimation of balancing issues
by incorporating realistic human player behavior) and cheating detection (revealing behavior that is more likely to stem
from undesirable third-party bots rather than players; yield-
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ing objective evidence based on behavior in cases of identity
theft).
To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work assessing the experience of players who continuously challenge
themselves, where generative player modeling facilitates proﬁciency progress.
APPROACH

In contrast to the aforementioned studies, the approach presented in this work provides a medium- to long-term situated
evaluation. We compare the deployment of player modeling
through DPBM with traditional HPT and assess feasibility,
approval and motivation in a complex AAA game through
a highly ecologically valid ﬁeld study. To facilitate realistic
and generalizable results that avoid artiﬁcial laboratory study
setting biases [44], we aimed for the deployment of our approach in a real-world setting in a fully ﬂedged game with an
existing community of players. In the following, we explain
the construction of the recorded training data format, how it
was informed by expert interviews, the DPBM architecture,
and the study environment.
Expert Interview

In order to gain a more elaborate understanding of viable
strategies, decision making and what behavior might lead to
different play styles in Aion, one of the authors consulted 3
expert players of the game (each with 7-8 years of prior experience) and extracted the most important aspects qualitatively,
using brief 1 hour semi-structured interviews over the course
of one day. Apart from a less-structured introduction and
follow-up discussion after each item, we asked the following
questions:
• In a one-on-one situation against a (computer controlled
opponent / human player), based on which factors do you
decide which skill to use?
• How do you react when you are not able to execute your
strategy?
• How would you approach an opponent of the same class
that is equally proﬁcient as yourself?
We analyzed the interview using an outcome-oriented structuring content analysis after Mayring [28] and consolidated
the most expressive statements about factors that qualify as
good indicators for decision making. The most descriptive
factors as indicated by the experts are adherence to skill rotations and situational responsive decisions. Within rotations,
expert players predominantly apply a speciﬁc set of preferred
sequences of actions, e.g. ramping up damage by combinations of enhancing and weakening skills or controlling the
opponent by a succession of restricting skills. Due to the large
amount of possible skills or items to use (cf. Figure 2), these
rotations can include complex chains of consecutive skills
and/or contain sub-rotations. Responsive decisions denote
the reaction to certain states that the player character or an
opponent is in, e.g. healing oneself when hit points are low,
removing restricting conditions on the character, increasing or
reducing distance between characters or exploiting temporary
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conditions the opponent is in. They can also trigger more
complex situation-speciﬁc rotations. The description of playstyle aspects by means of rotations and responsive decisions
is not limited to this speciﬁc game, but broadly generalizes
to the genre of action RPG games. We deﬁned the DPBM
state-action architecture on the basis of these factors, including player and target state information as crucial indicators
for responsive decisions and previous skill information for
positioning within rotations.
In combination, these factors compose the game state that
is fed into the DPBM input layer, while the output layer is
trained according to the respective skill that the player used in
this situation (cf. Figure 3).
Adaptive Instance Dungeon

Instance dungeons are a major part of MMORPGs, as they can
be entered numerous times, solo or in a group, to acquire experience points, equipment, currencies and/or other desirable
items. As such, they provide a fertile testing ground for evaluating long-term motivation [52], since most often repeated
or even continuous entries are required to reach higher-level
goals. To gather expressive evidence of the motivational potential of DPBM, we developed the single-player adaptive
instance dungeon Eternal Challenge that incorporates both
traditional DDA aspects via HPT as well as DPBM. Within
the instance, the players encountered various opponents that
were clearly distinguishable by their visual appearance (cf
Figure 1) and were adjusted through distinct parameters tuned
by HPT (cf. Table 1). The underlying proﬁciency variable
λ approximated the player’s performance level by being increased whenever he successfully completed Eternal Challenge and decreased at the characters death or temporal expiry
of the countdown. This way, HPT produces a typical “rubberbanding” effect between player-speciﬁc thresholds of lack of
challenge and excessive challenge, which is one of the most
common ways to enable ﬂow-states to arise in traditional DDA
[47] and was constructed by following the inspiration of these
approaches [17, 23, 30, 47] in combination with ﬁne-tuning
by the developers operating the server to ﬁnd a range covering
too easy, too hard and enough conﬁgurability in between for
every observed player.

Figure 2. Exemplary arrangement of a subset of skills available to the
Sorcerer class in Aion. Additionally, context-dependent skills (when the
player or a target opponent is in a particular condition) and a multitude
of items can be activated.
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Increased whenever Eternal Challenge
was completed successfully, decreased
upon death or timeout.
With increased λ , the temporal
spawn delay of α opponents was
decreased, resulting in an exponential
increase of difﬁculty.
With increased λ , hit points (HP) of β
opponents increased, making them
harder / more time-consuming to
defeat.
With increased λ , γ opponents used
more actions that weaken the player,
which decreases survivability,
damage performance and increases
the tension.

for the next situation, effectively approximating the learned
behavior from the player’s preceding battles. As movement
was controlled heuristically, temporal-dynamics of behavior
are not explicitly modeled, but behavior over time is modeled
by focusing the sequencing of skill rotations and responsive
decisions in each occurring state. In terms of the player modeling taxonomy of Yannakakis et al. [58], this implementation
realizes a model-free (bottom-up) player modeling approach
mapping gameplay data to actions via preference learning and
classiﬁcation. According to the player modeling description
framework of Smith et al. [49], DPBM directly utilizes game
actions (domain) to generate (purpose) individually (scope)
modeled behavior by means of induced (source) training of
machine learning techniques.

No explicit parameter tuning was used,
since network proﬁciency approximates
the player’s skill implicitly.

Table 1. DDA mechanisms of Eternal Challenge, mapping λ to the difﬁculty of α, β , γ, while DPBM seeks to emulate the player’s behavior.

To avoid incentivizing players to perform badly on purpose,
rewards (in the form of experience gained and the level-range
of items dropped) were adjusted to be proportional to the
difﬁculty level λ . Upon entering the instance, a 15-minute
countdown started that expelled the player if it was not ﬁnished
after expiration. Within this time limit, the player was expected
to destroy a sturdy, non-responsive opponent (β ) that spawned
additional, hostile enemies over time (α, β , γ) which had to be
endured or defeated as well. As soon as the main opponent
was defeated, an additional foe that utilizes DPBM appeared in
an adjacent room. If the player managed to beat this opponent
as well, rewards were distributed and the internal λ level was
raised accordingly. λ had no theoretical, but a practical upper
limit, since the game inherently restricts reaching damage per
second values beyond a certain threshold.
Deep Player Behavior Modeling

When entering Eternal challenge, the recorded behavioral
data from all preceding runs of the player was retrieved from
the underlying database and fed into a feed-forward multilayer perceptron with backpropagation and a logistic sigmoid activation function (cf. Figure 3), where input and output layer size varied depending on the player’s class, skill
set and usage (M = 98.2, SD = 15.1) input, 5x10 hidden,
(M = 76.2, SD = 15.1) output nodes). The network was initialized randomly and trained over 1000 epochs, based on
the insights of previous work [38, 39] and benchmarks prior
to the study that indicated diminishing returns when further
increasing the range of parameters. When encountering the
DPBM opponent, the trained model was applied generatively
to retrieve a set of action probabilities given the occurring
state description at real-time. After a weighted choice, the
resulting skill was executed, followed by querying the DPBM
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Figure 3. The DPBM architecture mapping game state (information
about player, opponent and skill history) to action (skill usage) probabilities. The size of the input and output layers varied depending on the
player’s class, skill set and usage. The resulting action probability array
is ﬁltered heuristically by removing skills that are impossible to execute
due to cool-down, MP shortage or other insufﬁcient conditions.
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STUDY

Procedure

In order to evaluate the DDA and intrinsic motivation capabilities of DPBM, we conducted an online ﬁeld study following
a within-subjects design over the course of four weeks. The
adaptive instance was published on a private Aion game server.
To ensure that the measured motivation is attributable to the
DPBM approach, we took several precautions. In order to
minimize novelty or anticipation bias, we did not announce
the existence or concept of the instance prior release and chose
a long-term study design. In addition, rewards constitute one
of the biggest extrinsic motivators for long-term commitments
[56] and thus a potentially high confounding factor when
assessing intrinsic motivation. Therefore, the rewards of Eternal Challenge were kept conservative and approximated the
amount of rewards in other available instances, i.e. players
were not able to obtain something that they would not be able
to elsewhere and did not acquire a higher reward-to-time-ratio.
Findings of Deci et al. [12] also suggest that excessive extrinsic rewards can inhibit intrinsic motivation, the core factor
of engagement and enjoyment [45, 41]. Finally, as interplay
among players is a major motivating factor of MMORPGs
[56], we excluded multi-player situations, leaderboards, high
score lists or the publication of ranks and completion times
during the study period to avoid complex potential biases in
this early situated study. Although MMORPGs are designed
to be about multi-player scenarios, occasions of playing solo
occur on a regular basis and novel challenge paradigms should
arguably be tested in basic, controllable setups before being
extended to include additional factors, such as team play or
competition.

The instance dungeon Eternal Challenge was introduced and
released as part of a regular update to the private server. From
then on, players of the community had the opportunity to
enter it up to once daily, independent from entering different
or additional instances. After four weeks, the recording of
in-game data stopped and the post-study questionnaire was
advertised on a message board associated with the server.

Measures

For every single Eternal Challenge run performed by a player,
we recorded state-action data for DPBM training (cf. Figure 3), instance completion times and results (failed or succeeded), as well as the training times and prediction accuracies of the DPBM. In addition, we logged entry counts and
timestamps for all available instance dungeons for further
activity comparisons. After the study period, a post-study
questionnaire asked for player-reported assessments of perceived competence, interest-enjoyment, tension-pressure and
effort-importance, following the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) [29], for comparison between the traditional DDA
parameters α, β , γ, and the DPBM opponent. Each iteration
of the questionnaire was explicitly headed by a display of the
appearance of the corresponding opponent in order to assure
correctly targeted responses (cf. Figure 1).
Additionally, the survey contained qualitative queries about the
appreciation of – and strategies used against – the opponents,
the impression of DPBM opponent’s behavior in the players’
own words, and a free ﬁeld for additional remarks.
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Participants

During the study period, (n = 171) participants entered Eternal Challenge resulting in 776 total instance runs. 30 players
(17 men, 13 women (self-identiﬁed)) completed the optional
post-study questionnaire.
RESULTS

Using a one-way RM ANOVA, we found signiﬁcant effects
for the IMI scores perceived competence, interest-enjoyment,
tension-pressure and effort-importance between conditions
α, β , γ and DPBM (cf. Table 2).
These outcomes were further evaluated using two-tailed paired
t-tests (cf. Table 3, Figure 4). Employing conservative Bonferroni correction, p-values were multiplied with the amount
of repeated comparisons. DPBM received signiﬁcantly higher
scores of interest-enjoyment and effort-importance compared
to all HPT opponents, resulting in mostly large effect sizes
after Cohen. It also outperformed α and β signiﬁcantly in
terms of tension-pressure with medium effect sizes.
perceived competence
interest-enjoyment
tension-pressure
effort-importance

F(3, 26) = 3.59
F(3, 26) = 8.75
F(3, 26) = 3.37
F(3, 26) = 5.63

p < .05
p < .01
p < .05
p < .01

η 2 = 0.29
η 2 = 0.5
η 2 = 0.28
η 2 = 0.39

Table 2. ANOVA results (F(d f 1, d f 2)−, p−values, η 2 for effect size) of
the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory between the different opponents.

On average, players spent (M = 7.71, SD = 2.49) minutes in
the instance and used up to 91 (M = 21.1, SD = 11.6) different
skills against the DPBM opponent. Model training times lasted
(M = 2018, SD = 3692) ms per session with (M = 8.75, SD =
3.34) ms per recorded skill.
To assess the objective quality of the underlying machine
learning model and render it comparable to related approaches,
80% of the data recorded until any given time of entry into
the instance was used for training, whereas 20% served for
a routine initial test, resulting in (M = 60.64, SD = 22.57)%
prediction accuracy.
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Figure 4. Intrinsic motivation inventory (IMI) results for the compared DDA variables. Includes medians (center marks), standard deviations (boxes),
minimal and maximal values (whiskers) and signiﬁcant difference markers.

Compared to all 35 available instances in the game, Eternal
Challenge (EC) became the most popular instance by daily
numbers of players over the duration of the study (cf. Figure
5), as chi-square goodness of ﬁt tests show (cf. Table 4),
assuming equal proportions. Even when omitting the ﬁrst
quarter to counteract a presumable novelty bias in the distinct
initial spike, EC still outmatched all alternatives.

interestenjoyment

DPBM
(M = 6.17,

effortimportance

SD = 1.11)

α
(M = 4,
SD = 1.51)

β
(M = 4.04,
SD = 2.06)

γ
(M = 4.78,
SD = 1.76)

tensionpressure

p = .000
d = 1.64
p = .001
d = 1.23
p = .01
d = .95
DPBM
(M = 4.91,

α
SD = 1.8)

β
(M = 3.39,
SD = 1.8)

p = .049
d = .77
p = .007
d = .77

γ
(M = 4.17,
SD = 1.85)

(M = 5.87,
SD = 1.63)

α
(M = 4.04,
SD = 2.03)

β
(M = 3.91,
SD = 1.83)

γ
(M = 4.91,
SD = 1.81)

perceived
competence

SD = 2.15)

(M = 3.39,

DPBM

p = .006
d = .99
p = .000
d = 1.13
p = .004
d = .56
DPBM

p > .05

p > .05

DISCUSSION

α
SD = 1.67)

β
(M = 5.91,
SD = 1.35)

(M = 4.65,

p > .05

SD = 1.72)

Table 3. Means, standard deviations and signiﬁcant t-test results after
Bonferroni correction (p−values and Cohen’s d for effect size, d f = 29)
of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory between the different opponents.
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After ﬁrst quarter of study period:
p = 0.03
EC vs. #2
χ 2 (1, n = 627) = 4.48
EC vs. #3
χ 2 (1, n = 526) = 45.09
p < 0.01
EC vs. #4
χ 2 (1, n = 493) = 70.93
p < 0.01
Table 4. Chi-square goodness of ﬁt tests between Eternal Challenge and
the second, third and fourth most popular instance. Less popular instances have shown similarly signiﬁcant results, but have been omitted
for the sake of readability.

γ
p > .05

During complete study period:
EC vs. #2 χ 2 (1, n = 1007) = 58.64 p < 0.01
EC vs. #3 χ 2 (1, n = 902) = 134.26 p < 0.01
EC vs. #4 χ 2 (1, n = 856) = 181.35 p < 0.01

(M = 5.83,
SD = 1.07)

(M = 5.65,

For the qualitative remarks, we used a structuring content
analysis after Mayring [28] to assess the effect of challenging
the DPBM opponent. Players were asked to state their general impression and opinion freely, without confounding or
inﬂuencing questions. From the utilizable statements, 31.8%
describe an appropriate challenge (e.g. “quite easy at ﬁrst but
afterwards I really was busy thinking about how I approach
him”, “it’s almost as good as I am”), while 9.1% depict it
as slightly too high or slightly to low. 13.6% emphasize a
notable entertaining factor, whereas 4.4% declare that this
encounter did not appeal to them. Although the behavior or
decision-making of the DPBM opponent was never explicitly
stated or explained during the study, 36.4% of players ascribed
the ability to learn from previous battles and the adaptation to
the player’s own behavior, combos, rotations and/or strategies
to their enemy (e.g. “at ﬁrst he randomly used skills that I
also used, later he added my combos”, “tried to replicate my
own skills and techniques”, “it was hilarious when I played
against myself”).

Our results indicate distinct effects on approval and intrinsic
motivation for DPBM opponents, as well as effects on longterm commitment for the presence of DDA in general. We
were successful in evidencing signiﬁcantly higher motivation
for players to enter adaptive instance dungeons compared to
static alternatives over considerable duration of successive
play sessions and report indications that DPBM attributes
signiﬁcantly more to this preference than traditional DDA
parameter tuning.
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Figure 5. Daily number of unique players entering Eternal Challenge compared to all other available instances during the study period.

This insight is based on notably high absolute IMI scores
and signiﬁcant differences compared to conventional DDA
techniques. The outcome that DPBM outperformed HPT in
terms of interest-enjoyment indicates a high “fun factor”, while
tension-pressure and effort-importance highlight the considerable challenge, leading to an overall higher intrinsic motivation
and linked potential to induce ﬂow. The actual implicit DDA
capabilites of DPBM are backed by qualitative statements that
reveal an appropriate challenge, a noticeable difﬁculty adjustment over time and the perception of playing against an equal
opponent that facilitates rethinking of habitual behavior. This
work also demonstrates the technical applicability of largescale, long-term generative player modeling with reasonable
training times and accuracies.
Overall, our work provides quantitative and qualitative empirical evidence supporting our initial hypotheses about facilitating long-term motivation potential, capabilities for enabling
DDA and individual representation, indicating the following
responses to the respective research questions:
• We measured a substantially and consistent motivation
achieved with the support of DPBM over the mediumto long-term.
• The measured intrinsic motivation of challenging a
DPBM-fuelled opponent signiﬁcantly exceeded traditional HPT.
• Players perceive behavior from DPBM as representative of – or comparable to – their own decision-making.
Limitations and Future Work

The mixed-bag fashion of the instance, which resulted from
aiming to maintain an ecologically-valid realistic instance design, results in a combined experience of HPT and DPBM
opponents that might inﬂuence the participants’ assertions.
This study design was selected due to the long-term period of
the study in a community where players know each other, rendering a between-subjects design confounding, since players
would have exchanged views about the different conditions
and/or complained about unjust treatments.
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To further corroborate evidence and to gain a clear comparison
between the different HPT factors and DPBM, the experiment
should be replicated to manifest a control group (mutually
exclusive from this player base) in which no DPBM (or HPT)
is present. Apart from that, the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory
was designed to measure single sessions within experiments.
While it was not explicitly developed for this study’s setup,
we found it to be the most appropriate questionnaire to assess motivation, as there is no validated reﬂective long-term
motivation questionnaire that does not have to be raised after
every single session (which was omitted in favor of ecological
validity).
Based on our achievements and outcomes, we are looking forward to extending the scope of using DPBM in video games to
enabling personalized, adaptive challenges that go beyond oneon-one situations to encompass interactions between different
players and consider both competitive as well as cooperative
interplay. DPBM agents could be deployed in multi-player
scenarios where groups are challenged to deal with effects
between player modeled opponents or utilized to support teamﬁghts between human players, as equivalent reinforcements.
Additionally, we plan to construct a one-dimensional proﬁciency metric that maps DPBM conﬁgurations to estimated
competence in a game, in order to offer players more unique
DDA encounters stemming from different players with similar
proﬁciency. Using the considerably large data set recorded in
this study, we seek to benchmark several alternative machine
learning techniques as core mechanisms for the underlying
player modeling (e.g. recurrent, deep belief, GAN or contextdriven LSTM networks), to be able to give practical statements
about applicability concerning temporal requirements and resulting accuracy. Furthermore, we envision DPBM as an
effective instrument for elevating autonomous game testing
and balancing, since actual, precise player behavior can be
simulated, and temporary substitutions or continuations of
disconnected players in online matches can be facilitated to
minimize game experience disruptions.
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CONCLUSION

We presented the design and implementation of an adaptive
instance dungeon in the MMORPG Aion to evaluate a novel,
implicit take on Dynamic Difﬁculty Adjustment that is not dependent on manually composed parameter tuning, but affords
a continually adapting challenge through Deep Player Behavior Modeling. In an extensive medium- to long-term study
(n = 171 over the course of four weeks) we contrasted an opponent applying DPBM to traditional DDA parameter tuning and
can report signiﬁcantly higher intrinsic motivation stemming
from the unique game experience of being confronted with
strategic behaviors that mirror one’s own patterns. Qualitative
statements reinforce the approval and positive experience of
DPBM, while the consistent and dominant usage of the instance throughout the whole study period reﬂects its potential
to elevate long-term motivation and commitment. Regarding
the technical applicability of the approach, we report on the
DPBM architecture, its accuracy and data structure and give
an estimation about the temporal demand, yielding real-time
potential.
According to the guidelines of transparent statistics, the collected data of this approach, as well as its implementation, will
be made openly available upon publication, using an openaccess repository.
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